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Practice of the class that utilized the function of "Matrix Method” 
Instruction of junior high school social studies with the class group formation by "Cooperative Collaboration 
Learning" as a Base
Shigeo FUJIEDA※ 1
This report relates to the class practice teaching of social studies in a junior high school. Two contents are 
included in this practice. It is the good use of thought process called "Matrix Method" in which a learner 
considers a social phenomenon from matrix structure and approaches the problem solution and theoretical 
practice through the use of "Cooperative Collaboration Learning" which Dr. Takahata proposes.
As a result of this practice, the effectiveness of the two functions of Matrix Method were clearly 
demonstrated. One is "an inductive function" to analyze a phenomenon from various viewpoints inductively. 
And other one is "Ability of share information", which is the ability to share cooperative collection of the 
information to form the grounds of the opinion. In addition, it became clear that "Elements influencing 
communication" and "Factors affecting class self-government existed as a factor of the group formation 
to secure the effectiveness of Matrix Method from analysis of the theoretical practice of "Cooperative 
Collaboration Learning".
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